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A B S T R A C T

We compare the time-varying weak-form efficiency of Bitcoin prices in terms of US dollars
(BTCUSD) and euro (BTCEUR) at a high-frequency level by using permutation entropy. We find
that BTCUSD and BTCEUR markets have become more informationally efficient at the intraday
level since the beginning of 2016, and BTCUSD market is slightly more efficient than BTCEUR
market in the sample period. We also find that higher the frequency, lower the pricing efficiency
is. Finally, liquidity (volatility) has a significant positive (negative) effect on the informational
efficiency of Bitcoin prices.

1. Introduction

Since the first time it was introduced by Nakamoto (2008), Bitcoin has received considerable attention among policymakers,
investors and regulators. Due to its unique nature, Bitcoin can be traded any time online and exchanged into major currencies at a low
cost (Fry and Cheah, 2015). The market for Bitcoin, which was created in 2009 but active trading started only in 2013, is rather
young. However, its innovative features, simplicity, transparency; and the late exponential growth in its value made Bitcoin more
popular than ever.

One of the key issues that is of interest to market participants is whether the pricing behaviour of Bitcoin is predictable, which
would be inconsistent with the Efficient Market Hypotheses (Fama, 1970). In the past couple of years, a few academics have produced
significant results on this subject via tests on the weak and semi-strong form of EMH. For instance, Urquhart (2016) uses many tests to
analyse the efficiency of Bitcoin market and concludes that it becomes more efficient in the latter time sample. Nadaraj and
Chu (2017) utilize eight different tests on an odd integer power transformation of Bitcoin returns and show that returns are weakly
efficient. Bariviera (2017) studies the dynamics of long-range dependence properties of the Bitcoin price and finds a trend towards
efficiency via Hurst exponent analysis. Similar results are found by Tiwari et al. (2018). On the other hand, using daily data with a
Hurst exponent analysis, Yonghong et al. (2018) show that the Bitcoin market does not become more efficient over time. From a
different perspective, Al-Yahyaee et al. (2018) compare the efficiency of Bitcoin with other assets such as gold, stock and currency.
They show that Bitcoin market is the least efficient.1

Whether it is a static or a dynamic analysis, the above-mentioned studies use daily data to perform their main empirical tests.
However, in today’s modern financial markets, computers took over the trading scene through algorithmic (especially high-fre-
quency) trading activities. These automated computers are programmed to take certain actions in response to varying market data in
real time. The estimated percentage of the algorithmic trading volume in the total volume in US equities was 85% in 2012, where the
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big part of this value was attributed to high frequency trading strategies (Glantz and Kissell, 2013). Today, several Bitcoin exchanges
provide algorithmic trading platforms to their customers which makes it essential to analyse the Bitcoin market efficiency at the
intraday level. In this study, we aim to fill this gap by testing the weak-form efficiency of Bitcoin markets through high frequency
returns, which has not been covered by previous studies as far as we know.

In addition to the data frequency, we also test Bitcoin’s pricing efficiency in terms of not only US dollar (BTCUSD) but also euro
(BTCEUR), which is the second most traded currency in the world after US dollar. In this way, we will be able to see if it is possible to
create more profitable strategies by using an alternative currency.

Previous studies use Bitcoin price data from a single exchange or a weighted price index from several exchanges. In this study, we
use a tick-by-tick dataset that comes from all exchanges where USD and/or EUR can be directly used in Bitcoin trading, which is a
massive extension of the previous datasets.

Our methodological framework also differs from prior studies on the weak-form efficiency of the Bitcoin markets in two ways.
First, prior studies generally estimate a fixed level of market efficiency for the entire sample period. In contrast, we employ a time-
varying approach by using rolling samples, giving us the flexibility of not being forced to impose cut-off dates which are usually
subject to criticism in empirical studies. Second, we employ a relatively new methodology, permutation entropy, introduced by
Bandt and Pompe (2002). This methodology has not been used in this context before and has several advantages over the common
methodologies as explained in Section 2.

Our findings can be summarized as follows: (i) BTCUSD and BTCEUR markets have become more informationally efficient at the
intraday level since the beginning of 2016, however this improvement has a cyclical pattern for BTCUSD, whereas it is a gradual
increase for BTCEUR; (ii) BTCUSD market is slightly more efficient than BTCEUR market at the intraday level in the sample period;
(iii) higher the frequency, lower the pricing efficiency is; and (iv) liquidity (volatility) has a significant positive (negative) effect on
the informational efficiency of Bitcoin prices.

2. Methodology

Permutation entropy considers market efficiency as a dependency concept and translates the problem of dependency into a
symbolic dynamic. A special entropy measure is associated with these symbols to test the dependency in the time series. This
approach has four advantages as explained by Sensoy et al. (2015). First, the measure depends only on ordinal patterns of time series,
therefore it is unaffected by the data’s volatility and can detect non-linear temporal dependencies in contrast to autocorrelation.
Second, the approach is model free (no assumption on distribution) hence it has a general applicability. Third, no moment is required
to apply the methodology to time series. Importance of this comes from the stylized fact that asset returns are non-normally dis-
tributed and, for some distributions such as the Pareto distribution, the variance is infinite (Rachev et al., 2005). Finally, the test is
invariant under monotonic transformation of the data which guarantees that no information is lost. Sensoy et al. (2017) apply
permutation entropy in testing the efficient market hypothesis on emerging sovereign CDS markets.

Let {Xt}t∈ I be a real-valued time series. For a positive integer m≥ 2, Sm denotes the symmetric group of order m! (i.e. the group
formed by all the permutations of length m). Let = … ∈π i i i S( , , , )i m m1 2 . An element πi in the symmetric group Sm is called a symbol,
and m is usually referred to as the embedding dimension.

Now we define an ordinal pattern for a symbol = … ∈π i i i S( , , , )i m m1 2 at a given time t∈ I. For this purpose, we consider that the
time series is embedded in an m-dimensional space as = …+ + +X t X X X( ) ( , , , )m t t t m1 2 for t∈ I. Then, it is said that “t is of πi type” if and
only if = …π i i i( , , , )i m1 2 is the unique symbol in the group Sm satisfying the two following conditions: (1) ≤ ≤ ⋯≤+ + +X X Xt i t i t im1 2 and
(2) ≤−i is s1 if =+ +−X Xt i t is s1 . The second condition guarantees uniqueness of the symbol πi. This is justified if the values of Xt have
a continuous distribution so that equal values are uncommon, with a theoretical probability of occurrence of 0.

Notice that for all t such that t is of πi-type, the m-history Xm(t) is converted into a unique symbol πi. This πi describes how the
ordering of the dates + < + < ⋯< + −t t t m0 1 ( 1) is converted into the ordering of the values in the time series under scrutiny.

Also, given a time series {Xt}t∈ I and an embedding dimension m, one could easily compute the relative frequency of a symbol
π∈ Sm by

= =
∈

− +
p π p

t I t π
I m

( ):
#{ is of -type}

1π

where |I| denotes the cardinality of set I. Under this setting, the permutation entropy of a time series {Xt}t∈ I for an embedding
dimension m is defined as the Shannon’s entropy of the m! distinct symbols as the following:

∑= −
∈

h m p p( ) ln( )
π S

π π
m

Permutation entropy h(m), is the information contained in comparing m consecutive values of the time series. By definition, 0≤ h
(m)≤ ln (m!) where the lower bound is achieved for monotonic sequence of values, and the upper bound for a completely random
system where all m! possible permutations appear with the same probability. More simply, higher permutation entropy means that
the data-generating process is more complex and unpredictable. If a financial time series has a permutation entropy that is sig-
nificantly low, it implies market inefficiency because the weak-form of market efficiency suggests the unpredictability of future
movements for the financial variables (In our analysis, we normalize the permutation entropies (dividing by ln (m!)) to achieve a
maximum level of 1).

To formally test the weak-form efficiency, we use the test of (Matilla-Garcia and Marin, 2008; Lopez et al., 2010). Let {Xt}t∈ I be a
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real-valued time series with =I T, and h(m) denotes the permutation entropy of this series for a fixed integer embedding dimension
m>2 where m is the largest integer that satisfies 5m!≤ T. If {Xt}t∈ I is independent, then the affine transformation

= − + −G m T m m h m( ) 2( 1)(ln( !) ( )) is asymptotically −χm! 1
2 distributed. Then to test the null hypothesis that

{Xt}t∈ I is independent, the decision rule at − α100(1 )% confidence level is to accept the null hypothesis if ≤ ≤ −G m χ0 ( ) ,m α! 1,
2

otherwise reject the null hypothesis.

3. Data and results

Bitcoin can be traded 24 hours a day and 7 days a week and our data comes from all exchanges where USD and/or EUR can be
directly used in Bitcoin trading.2 For each trade, the data includes a GMT timestamp, amount of Bitcoin traded and the Bitcoin price
in terms of USD or EUR depending on the exchange. We consolidate these trades to get a single trading book. The sample covers all
trades from January 1, 2013 to March 5, 2018. Using tick-by-tick trades, we construct the log-return series with 15, 20, 30, 40 and
45 min. frequencies. For each interval, we use the volume-weighted average Bitcoin price (instead of the interval’s closing price) to
calculate these log-returns.

In our analysis, we choose a weekly time window which is large enough to provide statistical significance. Then we use non-
overlapping rolling windows of weekly intraday data to estimate the permutation entropy and use it to test for independence of
returns (we have 270 weeks in total). In this procedure, we call a window “significant” if the null hypothesis of independence is
rejected at 0.05 significance level. The rolling-window approach reveals how often the null hypothesis is rejected by the selected test
statistic, and hence the percentage of sub-samples with an insignificant test statistic (which we call the efficiency ratio) is used to
compare the relative efficiency of the BTCUSD and BTCEUR at different frequencies.

Blue lines in Fig. 1 display the time-varying permutation entropy for each log-returns series. Moreover, to focus on the main trend,
we also provide a Hodrick and Prescott (1997) filtered permutation entropy series as shown by the red lines. We see that the Bitcoin
market has different degrees of time-varying efficiency depending on the currency and return frequency. For example, efficiency
pattern has almost a cyclical behaviour for BTCUSD for any frequency level under consideration. However, as the frequency in-
creases, the up-trend of the cyclical behaviour, starting with the beginning of 2016, reaches up to its maximum levels as of March
2018. This shows that for shorter frequencies, BTCUSD market has become more efficient than ever lately. On the other hand,
BTCEUR has a consistent improvement in terms of efficiency throughout the sample period. This improvement, in line with the
BTCUSD case, is more emphasized for shorter frequencies with the beginning of 2016. The results on improved efficiency at intraday
price levels are in line with the findings of Urquhart (2016) and Bariviera (2017) on the improved efficiency at the daily price levels.

Table 1 presents the efficiency ratios of BTCUSD and BTCEUR for different frequencies. These ratios state that BTCUSD is slightly
more efficient than BTCEUR for each frequency in our sample period. This is also validated when we compare the weekly mean
permutation entropy levels of BTCUSD and BTCEUR. For each frequency, there is a slight difference in means between these two
series.

Table 1 presents another interesting finding regarding informational efficiency and return frequency. Accordingly, regardless of
the currency, higher the frequency, lower the informational efficiency is. This might indicate that information is not reflected in
prices instantaneously in Bitcoin markets. In our case, the information diffusion process takes some time, i.e., it is spread throughout
the consecutive intervals. Since the number of intervals increases when the frequency gets higher, this gradual information diffusion
tends to create monotonic return series in a given period.

3.1. Analysis of standardized returns

It is widely known that asset returns exhibit volatility clustering most of the time (Rachev et al., 2005). In that case, the existence
of the ARCH effect may yield to wrong conclusions when the permutation entropy test is used (Matilla-Garcia and Marin, 2008). In
order to overcome this problem, we repeat our main analysis by using GARCH (1,1) filtered returns. In particular, we estimate the
following model: = +r μ ɛ ,t t where = … ′r r r[ , , ]t t n t1, , is the vector of n number of Bitcoin return series in our sample, μ is a vector of
constants with length n, and = … ′ɛ [ɛ , , ɛ ]t t n t1, , is the vector of residuals. Following that, conditional volatilities hi, t are obtained from
univariate GARCH(1,1) process = + +− −h ω α βhɛi t i t i t,

2
, 1

2
, 1
2 . In this part, we implement the permutation entropy methodology on the

standardized residuals =u hɛ /i t i t i t, , , . The last columns in Table 1 show the efficiency ratios and mean permutation entropy levels
based on the standardized return series. Although there are slight changes in the efficiency ratios and mean permutation entropy
levels, all of our previous findings still hold.

3.2. Determinants of efficiency

In this part, we seek potential determinants of pricing efficiency in Bitcoin markets. Two important market variables, namely
liquidity and volatility, are considered. For each return series, permutation entropy levels in a week are taken as the weekly efficiency
measure. As a proxy for liquidity (LIQ), we take USD (EUR) trading volume for BTCUSD (BTCEUR) in the corresponding week.

2 These exchanges are 1coin, abucoins, allcoin, aqoin, anxhk, bitbay, bitkonan, bitstamp, btcalpha, btcc, b2c, b7, bcmBM, bcmLR, bcmMB, bcmPP, bitalo, bitbox,
bitcurex, bitfinex, bitfloor, bitmarket, bitme, btc24, btce, btcex, btcexWMZ, btctree, bc, btcde, btceur, coinfalcon, cex, coinbase, coinsbank, cbx, cotr, cryptox, crytr,
exchb, exmo, fbtc, global, hitbtc, itbit, ibwt, imcex, indacoin, intrsng, just, kraken, lake, localbtc, lybit, mtgox, okcoin, ripple, rock, ruxum, thLR, th, vcx, weex, and
zyado.
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Finally, standard deviation of the returns in that week is taken as the volatility proxy (VOL). We estimate the following regression in
Eq. (1) to carry out our analysis:

▵ = + ▵ + ▵ +PE α β LIQ β VOL ϵt t t t1 2 (1)
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Fig. 1. Time varying normalized permutation entropies for BTCUSD and BTCEUR log-return series with different frequencies. The red lines in the
figures are smoothed trends estimated by applying Hodrick-Prescott filter on weekly permutation entropy series. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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In Eq. (1), △PEt refers to the log-return of permutation entropy from week −t 1 to t; i.e., −PE PEln( / )t t 1 . Similarly, △LIQt and
△VOLt denote the weekly log-returns of the relevant variables. Estimation is performed via robust ordinary least squares with
bisquare algorithm. Table 2 presents the estimated parameters.

According to Table 2, liquidity has a strong influence on the weak-form efficiency. For any return series, an increase in liquidity
comes with an improved pricing efficiency, which supports the findings by Brauneis and Mestel (2018). On the contrary, volatility has
a significant negative impact on the efficiency. Although the significance is not as strong as in the case of liquidity, a decrease in
volatility tend to create a higher informationally efficient market for Bitcoin prices.

4. Conclusion

The analysis above is the first to study the weak-form efficiency of the Bitcoin prices at high-frequency and in terms of euro in
addition to the US dollar. We employ permutation entropy with a rolling window approach to test for the weak-form of market
efficiency of intraday Bitcoin prices. There are four principal findings.

First, BTCUSD and BTCEUR markets have become more informationally efficient at the intraday level since the beginning of 2016,
supporting the findings of Urquhart (2016) and Bariviera (2017) on the lately improved informational efficiency at the daily fre-
quency. However, according to our findings, this improvement has a cyclical pattern for BTCUSD, whereas it is a gradual increase for
BTCEUR. Second, BTCUSD market is slightly more efficient than BTCEUR market in the sample period, which might indicate that
BTCEUR markets provide a more profitable trading environment at the intraday level. Third, regardless of the currency choice, higher
the frequency, lower the pricing efficiency is. Fourth, liquidity (volatility) is found to have a significant positive (negative) effect on
the informational efficiency of Bitcoin prices.
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